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The purpose of this paper is to give a criterion for the analytic triviality of 
a flat family il + B of complete noetherian local rings, where A := k[[T]], 
k is an algebraically closed field of any characteristic, and the residue field of B 
is k. There are elementary criteria for analytic triviality (see Section 3 below), 
but their usefulness is severely limited by the fact that they are not stated 
entirely in terms of relative conditions on the family B/A. The first “non- 
elementary” criterion for analytic triviality was given by Seidenberg [4]. The 
main result of this paper (Theorem 1 below) is a criterion for analytic triviality 
differing somewhat from Siedenberg’s, and proved by a different method. 
Section 1 below contains a review of some facts about the commutative 
algebra cohomology, and the statement of Theorem 1. Section 2 contains a 
lemma about the modules P2,,fc of principal parts, and in Section 3 Theorem 1 
is proved. 
In Section 4 a geometric application is described. If  f :  X - Y is a family 
of artinian local k-algebras over Y == Spec(A), where A is an integral 
k-algebra of finite type, and Is(f) C YTY is the relation “k-isomorphism of 
the fibres off,” and if Is(f) admits a nonempty open equivalence class, the 
structure of this equivalence class is determined (Theorem 2 below). 
This paper is a study of the local properties of the stratification associated 
to the sheaf P(X/Y). This stratification, which seems to be very important 
in the classification of singularities, also has important global properties which 
will be described in a later paper. It is possible that further study of this 
stratification will throw some light on the structure of the noetherian space 
Y/Is(j). For example, it follows from Theorem 2 that Y/Is(f) admits a finite 
stratification into separated subspaces. What universal property does this 
stratification satisfy ? Are the “separated strata” algebraic spaces ? 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND THE STATEMENT OF THEOREM 1 
All rings considered here are commutative, noetherian, and have unit 
elements, and all modules are unitary. I f  .4 -+ B is a ring homomorphism 
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and M is a B-module one has the commutative algebra cohomology groups 
P(B/A, M). The properties of these groups will be reviewed (for i = 0, l), 
following the approach of [3]. I f  B is complete with respect to the topology 
defined by some ideal, “Home(-, -)” will denote the set of B-module homo- 
morphisms continuous in this topology, QBIA the continuous differentials, and 
dBiA the continuous canonical derivation. 
If  R is a formally smooth A-algebra admitting an A-algebra surjection 
0 + 14 R + B --t 0 one has the (truncated) cotangent complex L,,,: 
I/P jd Qn,,, OR B, where d is induced from d,,, . Defining Ti(B/A, M) = 
P(Hom,(L,,, , M)) fori = 0,l one has TO(B/A, M) = Hom,(SZ,,, ORB, M) = 
Der,(B, M), and Tl(B/A, 1%‘) = Coker(Hom(d, M): Hom,(Q,,, ORB, M)+ 
Hom,(l/P, fiir)). LsiA is independent of R up to homotopy, so the Ti(B/A, M) 
do not depend on R [3]. Let Exl(B/A, M) be the set of isomorphism classes 
of A-algebra extensions E: 0-M 4X +P B+ 0 (here (i(M))2 = 0, and if 
B is K-adically complete, i and p are assumed to be continuous in the p-r(K)- 
adic topology). I f  f :  M -+ N is a B-module homomorphism and g: C 4 B 
an A-algebra map, B-module push-out and set-theoretic pull-back induce 
mapsf,: Exl(B/A, M) + Exl(B/A, N)andg*: Exl(B/A, M) + Exl(C/A, M) 
of sets. Let A: B - BxB and V: MrrM + M be defined by A(b) = (b, b) and 
V(m, n) = m - n. Given extensions Ei: 0 + M + Xi + B + 0, i = 1, 2, 
and forming the product Ls,xE,: 0 -+ MrrM -+ X1,X2 + BrB --f 0 the 
formula E, - E, = A*(V.,JEpE2)) induces an abelian group law on 
E&(B/A, M) with neutral element the isomorphism class of the dual numbers 
D,(M). If  a E B and 1,: M -+ M is the homothetie associated to a, aE = 
(I,)*(E) gives a B-module structure on Exl(B/A, M), and f* and g* are then 
B-module maps. If  E, is the extension 0 + I/I2 -+ R!12 -+ B + 0 and 
f: I/I” + M is a B-module map, the correspondence f M f*(E,) induces a 
well-defined B-module homomorphism Tl(B/A, M) --t Exl(B/A, M) which 
is an isomorphism. 
If A is a local ring with residue field k, there is a B-module homomorphism 
r(B/A/k): Tl(B/A, B) + T1(B/,4, B) aA k --t T1(B @/, k/k, B @/, k). I f  
B/A is complete in some topology and A is a domain with quotient field K, 
andL is an extension of K, there is a map Tl(B/A,B)+ T1(L aA B/L, L aA B) 
defined by applying L BjA to an extension of B. The kernel of this map is 
independant of L: by definition this kernel is “the A-torsion submodule of 
Tl(B/A, B).” I f  B/A is flat and Tl(B/A, B) is a finitely generated projective 
A-module, and A’ is an A-algebra, and B’ = A’ @A B, the map 
Tl(B/A, B) (2~~ B’ -+ Tl(B’/A’, B’) is an isomorphism. 
Now let k be an algebraically closed field, A = k[[T]], and B a complete 
local K-algebra with residue field K which is a flat A-algebra. Let K = k(( T)), 
and B, = B/(T)B. The family B/A is “analytically trivial” if there is a 
continuous local A-algebra isomorphism B -+ A Bj, B, . 
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THEOREM 1. The family B/A is analytica& trivial if and only ;f  both of 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) There is a separable algebraic extension L of K and a continuous local 
L-algebra isomorphism L GjA B + L &a,; B, , where B, is a local k-algebra 
with residue field k. 
(ii) The module TI(BjiZ, B) has no =I-tovsion. 
Notice that it is not assumed that B, =:: B,, . Conditions (i) and (ii) are 
clearly necessary. They are independant: for the family k[[T]] --f k[[T, t3, 
ts + TtlO]] condition (i) holds with L = k((T1i2)), but (ii) does not. To see 
that (ii) does not imply (i), consider a family of local rings over the affine line 
with infinitely many nonisomorphic fibres, e.g., 
k[T, x(t, 1’), y(t> W/(x, y)‘W”l = B/4 
where x(t, T) = t5 and y(t, T) x t6 + ts + Ttg. Tl(B/A, B) is a finitely 
presented A-module, so the torsion-free locus is open in Spec(k(T]). The 
completion of B/A at any point of this open set will satisfy (ii), but no such 
completion can be analytically trivial. I f  say the (T - a)B-adic completion 
were analytically trivial it would follow at once from the etale implicit 
function theorem [1] and Grothendieck’s “remarkable equivalence” [2, p. 1 IO] 
that the completions in a Zariski open neighborhood of (T - a)A were 
analytically trivial, with special fibres all isomorphic to B/(T - a)B. Then 
B/A would have only finitely many isomorphism classes of fibres. 
2. BASE CHANGE FOR THE MODULES OF PRINCIPAL PARTS 
Let lz -+ A be a ring homomorphism, JAIli =:: Ker(A Ok A + A), and 
PAnIl; = (A 07; A)/ J$j the module of nth order principal parts (assumed to 
be continuous if A is complete in some topology). PAnIk is viewed as an 
A-algebra via the map idA @ 1: A - A Ofi A: the two A-module structures 
on TIk will be distinguished by tensoring on the left for the structure 
induced by idA @ 1, and on the right for the structure induced by 1 @ idA . 
Now let k be a field, K = k(( T)), and L an extension field of K. The map 
K ol, K +L @I~ L induces a local L-algebra homomorphism P”: L OK P$k + 
P;j,k * 
LEMMA. I f  u: K + L is a $nite separable extension, Pn(u): L @K Pg,,,< ---f 
PF,,; is a local L-algebra isomorphism. 
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Proof of Lemma. Since dim,(L OK JKIk/ J&,) = dim,( JLIh/ Jf,,) = 1 and 
dim,(L OK P&,) = dim,(P&) = n + 1, it is enough to observe that P”(u) 
induces the isomorphism 0 = T,(L/K, L) + L @ K J& Ji,, -+ JLlkl J&, -+ 
J&J& = 0. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let the assumptions be the same as in the statement of the theorem: B/A 
is flat and A = k[[T]]. Then there are extensions En: 0 + B, ---f B/( Tn+l)B --f 
B/(T”)B + 0. Defining O(B, , 1) = El ( an using the same notation for an d 
extension and its isomorphism class), there is an A/( T2)-algebra isomorphism 
sl: A/(T2) Ok B, -+ B/(T2)B if and only if O(B, , 1) = 0 E Exl(B,/k, B,) = 
Tl(B,/k, B,). Proceeding inductively, suppose that there is an A/( TR)-algebra 
isomorphism s,-r: A/(T”) Ok B, - B/( T”)B. If  &+r = 1 @ idBO: B, --+ 
A/( T”) Or B, , one can define O(B, , n) = (sn-r 0 inpI)* E Tl(B,/k, B,): 
and it is easy to check that an isomorphism s, exists if and only if O(B, , n) = 0. 
It follows that B/A is analytically trivial if and only if O(B, , n) is defined 
for all n 3 1. This is the “elementary” criterion for analytic triviality. 
The next step is to find an explicit lifting of the obstructions O(B, , n) to 
elements O(B, n) E Tl(B/A, B): because the map r(B/A/k) is not always 
surjective, one cannot simply apply Nakayama’s lemma. 
Consider the extension ,!?r: 0 - B -Pi,,; @A B -+ B -+ 0 obtained by 
tensoring the extension 0 + J/ J2 - P,& ---f A ---f 0 on the right with B. 
i?r is split as a sequence of A-modules, so because k QA Pi,, = A/(T2) 
[2, p. 221, & specializes to El (this means that r(B/A/k)(E,) = E,): let 
O(B, n) = i?l E Tl(B/A, B). Then the following are equivalent: O(B, 1) = 0; 
there exists an A-algebra isomorphism S,: P&lc BA B + P$lc BA B 
extending the involution on Pi,* (recall that Pi,lc is always regarded as an 
A-algebra via the left A-algebra structure on Pi,,). 
To get the higher obstructions, assume inductively that there is an A-algebra 
isomorphism Sri-r: PAn;i @A B -+ P:;i @A B extending the involution on 
Pj;,‘. Consider the extension &: 0 + B -+ Pi,,,; aA B - PA:; @A B + 0. 
Letting I, = 1 @ idB: B + P,‘& @)A B, S,-, o In-r is an A-algebra section of 
Pin;: @A B --f B, and one can define O(B, n) = (S,-, 0 I,&*(&) E Tl(B/A, B). 
It is easy to see that O(B, n) = 0 if and only if an isomorphism S, exists, and 
that r(B/,4/k)(O(B, n)) = O(B, , n) f  or n 3 1. Thus to show that B/A is 
analytically trivial it is enough to show that O(B, n) = 0 for all n 3 1. Notice 
that by the exactness of direct limits the map Pn(u): L OK P;tl, + P& of 
Section 2 is an isomorphism for any separable algebraic extension L of K. 
Now assume that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 hold: one has to 
show that O(B, n) = 0 for all n > 1. O(B, 1) is the isomorphism class of the 
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extension 0 -+ B + Pii, aA B + B --t 0 so taking the completed tensor 
product withL one has IL @ O(B, 1): 
By (i), L GjA B is isomorphic to L 8, B,: and there are isomorphisms 
L 6?L (P:,,c @A B) = (L @A P:,,J & B = Pi,, 0~ (L @)A 8 
= Pi,,, or. (L 6& B,) = Pi,, 8, B, . 
ThuslL~O(B,l)=(O~L~P;,,--tL+O)&J,,solL@O(B,l)== 
0 E T1(L @A B/L, L Bj, B). By (ii), O(B, 1) = 0. An exactly similar argu- 
ment applies to the higher obstructions, so B/A is analytically trivial. 
4. A GEOMETRIC ~%PPLICATION 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, A an integral 
k-algebra of finite type over k, K the quotient field of A, and i: A --f B a flat 
A-algebra admitting a section s: B ---f A such that Ker(s) is nilpotent. Then 
for every prime y  E Spec(A), B, z B aa k(y) is a local artin ring with 
residue field k(y). Now consider the following splitting assumption: 
4.1. There is a finite extension L of K and a local L-isomorphism 
L (2JA B + L &, B, , where B, is a local k-algebra with residue field k. 
Let A be the integral closure of A in L. The assumption (4.1) is equivalent 
to the existance of an isomorphism A[,-l] gA B ---f A[a-l] oi; B, , so 
(A[a-“1 @A B), = B, for every closed pointy of Spec(A[a-7). Since integral 
morphisms are open, there is an open Lrl C Spec(A) such that B, = B, for 
every closed pointy E Lrl . 
Now let U(B/A, T1) C Spec(A) be the complement of the torsion locus of 
Tl(B/A, B). One wants to give a precise description of the way in which the 
“general fibre” B, degenerates at a closed point y  of the boundary of the 
open set U, . 
THEOREM 2. Assume that condition (4.1) holds, and that A is smooth oz’er k, 
and of Krull dimension 1. Let y  be a closed point of Spec(A) - Ul . Then 
B, (= B BA A/m,) is isomorphic to B, if and only if y  E U(B/A, Tl). 
Proof of Theorem 2. If  U, is the locus in Spec(A) where B, 1 B, , one 
has to show that lY2 = U(B/A, Tl). First suppose that 3’~ U(B/A, Tl). Let 
“*” denote completion at y  (and L the completion with respect to a valuation 
extending that of K). Then L gA B = L @)A B, , so condition (i) of Theo- 
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rem 1 is satisfied. Since P(B/A, B) is locally free at y, Tl(B/A, B) BB B 
Tl(B//f, B), so Tl(s/ff, 2) is torsion-free, and condition (ii) of Theorem 1 
is satisfied, so B/A is analytically trivial. Then using etale approximation and 
the “remarkable equivalence” one sees that B,* is isomorphic to B, in a 
Zariski-open neighborhood of y, so B, = B,: so, U(B/A, Tl) C U, . Now 
assume that y  E Us , i.e., B, = B, . Formalizing at y, one has f, @A B = 
2 ox B, . Since B, = B, , one can apply the theorem of Seidenberg [4] to 
conclude that B/a is analytically trivial. But then T’(&/d, fi) is torsion-free, 
so Tl(B/A, B) is torsion-free at y  (because B/A is flat and &A is flat, 
Tl(B/A, B) @s B -+ Tl(s/ff, B) is an isomorphism): hence, Ua C U(B/A, Tl). 
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